New Product Lines & Applications
Our Custom EMI Filters take flight in planes. Our RC Networks compute in computers,
switchgears, and more. This summer, our components will get down and dirty in more new Joint
Light Tactical Vehicles (JLTV).
Consistent with what engineers
want
- and what a recent supplier interface study by the electronics
media giant, AspenCore,
-confirms
- we've been busy manufacturing new product lines and
creating highly valued data sheets. See why the new 958A DC-Link series is an excellent
replacement for an electrolytic capacitor.
Our audio capacitors rock on with four new audio-optimized series. Check out:
Our Red Drop Epoxy Dip audio capacitors. The RDM series offers high frequency, high
current and low ESR in a miniature rugged package. The RDF series with extended foil is
great for high surge currents.
Our AEL series that offers high performance and long life, and the AENP series, which
boosts classic sounds in a speaker crossover network.
Get inside tips on these audio crossover networks from our blues and rock guitarist (aka engineering
manager).

A Noteworthy Line Drive
We're all about the satisfaction of being really good at
what you do. Just imagine the satisfaction of our
president, Clay Parrill, when his 12-year-old son caught
a line drive during his all-star game in Cooperstown, NY,
the village synonymous with baseball. Like our page on
Facebook to catch a glimpse of his "play of the week."

Look what you're a part of . . .
Valued partners: As our influence expands across the country, we welcome Gordon Lowell of Lowell-Kangas
& Associates to our network of sales reps . Founded by Gordon's late father and his father's partner, the firm
represents manufacturers who sell through electronic distribution, serving OEMs in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,
Nebraska, and central Southern Illinois.
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STAY CONNECTED:

Founded in 1961, Electrocube specializes in custom designs and the manufacture of film capacitors,
RC Networks, EMI Filters and foil transformers for a wide range of applications in the aerospace, audio,
elevator, heavy equipment industries and more.

